
Kali setup Windows 
 

Check if you have enough hard drive space! 20-30 GB. If the build 
number (version) is lower than 1909 upgrade it. Vbox needs 1909 or 
newer while Vmware needs the 20h1 or newer build to run stable. If you 
are switching to vmware (as you should) uninstall vbox and delete the 
virtual image it’s created as well, that’s the bulk of the space. 
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Better, got to: https://www.microsoft.com/en-au/software-
download/windows10 and download the latest update, this will update 
the build version, simple update won’t. If this is done most of the 
later errors won’t show up!  

 
Donwload Virtualbox or Vmware (VMware is highly recommended over Vbox) 
Donwload version 15.5.6 or newer of vmware workstation player and you 
won’t have problems with virtualization and credential guard!!! 

• https://www.virtualbox.org/wiki/Downloads 
• https://my.vmware.com/en/web/vmware/downloads/#all_products 

(workstation player) 

Download ready images (virtualbox or vmware)  

• https://www.offensive-security.com/kali-linux-vm-vmware-
virtualbox-image-download/ 

Workstation player 16 will not require a HyperV or Credential guard 
disabling. Check install hypervisor during installation.  

System Requirements: To run Workstation/Player using the Windows 
Hypervisor APIs, the minimum required Windows 10 version is Windows 10 
20H1 build 19041.264. VMware Workstation/Player minimum version is 
15.5.5. 

If this Vmware issue shows up: https://kb.vmware.com/s/article/76918 

And you are updated you probably need to disable Hypervision and 
Credential guard. 

Also necessary for vbox if it is unstable, or older versions of vmware 
without hypervisor) 

1. Power sehll: bcdedit /set hypervisorlaunchtype off 
2. Disable credential guard: 

mountvol X: /s 
copy %WINDIR%\System32\SecConfig.efi 
X:\EFI\Microsoft\Boot\SecConfig.efi /Y 
bcdedit /create {0cb3b571-2f2e-4343-a879-d86a476d7215} /d "DebugTool" 
/application osloader 
bcdedit /set {0cb3b571-2f2e-4343-a879-d86a476d7215} path 
"\EFI\Microsoft\Boot\SecConfig.efi" 
bcdedit /set {bootmgr} bootsequence {0cb3b571-2f2e-4343-a879-
d86a476d7215} 
bcdedit /set {0cb3b571-2f2e-4343-a879-d86a476d7215} loadoptions 
DISABLE-LSA-ISO 
bcdedit /set {0cb3b571-2f2e-4343-a879-d86a476d7215} device 
partition=X: 



mountvol X: /d 
 
or follow tutorials:  

https://windowsreport.com/disable-credential-guard-windows-10/ 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/security/identity-
protection/credential-guard/credential-guard-manage 

 

 

If you find vmware slow: https://kb.vmware.com/s/article/79832 

 

Now hopefully you have Vmware or Vbox running. 

First steps in KALI after starting up to open terminal and: 

sudo apt update  
sudo apt full-upgrade -y 
 
(If Hash mismatch error comes up during update in VBOX)(use vmware) or 
do: 

sudo bash 

mkdir /etc/gcrypt 

echo all >> /etc/gcrypt/hwf.deny 

After applying this setting update  

Things to intstall: 
 
   sudo apt-get install vsftpd.  

sudo apt-get install lftp 

sudo apt-get install ssh 

sudo apt-get install netcat-openbsd 



(optional) sudo apt install filezilla filezilla-common -y 

sudo apt-get install telnet 

sudo apt-get install gedit 

(optional) Chrome 

sudo wget https://dl.google.com/linux/direct/google-chrome-
stable_current_amd64.deb 

sudo apt install gdebi-core 

sudo gdebi google-chrome-stable_current_amd64.deb 

 

(optional) The opera web browser is also useful as it has a built in 
vpn that you can use for pentest-tools to do more than 2 searches but 
this can also go on your host, your choice 

https://thehacktoday.com/install-opera-browser-kali-linux/ 

PWN tools 

$ apt-get update 

$ apt-get install python3 python3-pip python3-dev git libssl-dev 
libffi-dev build-essential 

$ python3 -m pip install --upgrade pip 

$ python3 -m pip install --upgrade pwntools  

Don’t forget to change the keyboard in kali settings 

Tip: since Debian is removing Python 2 support 
https://www.kali.org/news/python-2-end-of-life/ , the new versions of 
kali have different library dependencies this can result in an error 
message that the pwn module is not found since libraries are 
different. The hacking arena challenge where we use the Toshiba 
exploit therefore should be run as  

Python3 exploit.py url(or ip) portnr 

This will give you another error message as we need to modify the 
print fn to be python 3 compatible. 

In Python2, print was a keyword which introduced a statement: 

print "Hi" 

In Python3, print is a function which may be invoked: 

print ("Hi") 

consider the syntax whenever you run a script written in py2 


